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Abstract

While risk quantification research has grown over the last few decades, only a limited number of studies have addressed the overall process integration of these approaches in design risk management. This paper argues that the choice of risk quantification method has strong implications for several process aspects. We investigate current risk management maturity models and suggest an expansion to accommodate requirements originating from the choice of quantification method, and to inform the choice of quantification method, based on other process parameters, validated through 3 case companies.
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1. Introduction

The positive impact of risk management (RM) activities on design and product development outcomes has been confirmed multiple times by different scholars, but the need for RM differs between different organisations (Oehmen et al., 2014). While some organisations have identified the requirement for rigorous and very strict organisation-wide RM processes in all aspects of their businesses, others just require some basic understanding of RM practice. Different project types and associated risks have to be managed according to the context - one size does not fit all – and the strong need for tailoring the wide range of activities and approaches in the field is for example confirmed by recent reviews (Kaplan and Mikes, 2012; Škec et al., 2014).

One part of the overall RM process that requires good integration is risk and uncertainty quantification. Organisations wishing to implement a formal quantification approach or to improve their practices need a benchmark against which to review their processes, and, in this regard, although a number of RM maturity frameworks are available in the literature, they lack a focus on quantification methods and their impact on and implications for the overall design RM process. This paper seeks to address this gap through a proposed tailoring approach, based on maturity grids, that allows a two-fold tailoring: first, tailoring the design RM process to a chosen risk and uncertainty quantification approach, and second, tailoring risk and uncertainty quantification options to the capabilities of the overall design RM process.

This paper will introduce the reader to the importance of maturity grids in benchmarking and as a strategy for improvement, suggesting five categories that will help practitioners choose their risk quantification method, taking into account quality and type of available data, corporate culture towards risk, uncertainties faced, and potential impact the results will have on decision making. These categories contribute to the improvement of overall RM processes, helping companies to systematically plan their desired advancement in practice.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Following a brief introduction to RM in design and to maturity models in Section 2, based on a literature review, Section 3 presents a conceptual model for
tailoring design RM. This approach will be illustrated in Section 4 through three case studies with companies from different sectors. In Section 5 we discuss different RM tailoring approaches and provide concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Risk and uncertainty in design

2.1. Risk management in design

The design process is vulnerable to various risks, defined as the “effect of uncertainty on objectives” (ISO, 2009), which can emerge during the process. Some even argue that the design process can be perceived as a process of uncertainty and risk management (Gericke, 2011), and suggest that a key attribute of a designer is ability to manage uncertainty (Cross, 2011). Standardised and structured design processes, accompanied by use of appropriate methods and tools (such as lean, six sigma and total quality management) may reduce uncertainty and risk in general, but nevertheless a considerable amount of uncertainty needs to be addressed and treated in design processes. Management of risk in these processes has had attention from researchers in engineering design (Lough et al., 2009), and related studies have been carried out in project management (Raz and Michael, 2001), and safety-related RM (Paté-Cornell, 1996).

Arguably, RM has become an integral part of many formalized design processes for complex technical or socio-technical systems (Unger and Eppinger, 2011). The comparisons of RM process steps under various design frameworks (Raz and Hillson, 2005; Oehmen et al., 2014), including the generic ISO 31000, illustrate several points: 1. All RM process frameworks quantify risks including qualitative ways of representing risk and uncertainty as in some cases and for some practices that is only what is needed or feasible to achieve (e.g. high-medium-low evaluation). 2. Quantification of risks is directly linked to improved decision making, program stability and problem solving. 3. Risk and uncertainty quantification is only part of risk analysis. This implies that we not only need to improve the “quality” of numbers we generate during risk quantification, but also the way they are integrated into the overall risk management and associated decision making processes. Additionally, the quality of input data, knowledge and information on which we base our assessments has also profound implications on the overall outcome.

Despite the wide study of RM in design, only a few authors have tackled the issue of systematisation and classification of RM methods and especially the need for formulation of recommendations with respect to method application and the associated tailoring of the overall RM process. The application of RM requires familiarity with methods, appropriately trained employees and an understanding of context, and if any of above-mentioned aspects is not implemented correctly the value RM brings to design can decrease significantly. For these reasons, maturity models have been introduced as one approach to guiding organisations in their RM implementation and to benchmark themselves against best practice.

2.2. Risk management maturity models

Maturity based assessments, e.g. in the form of maturity grids or models, are a structured approach to exploring how well the behaviours and practices of an organisation are adapted to delivering required outcomes, usually expressed as a series of structured levels presented in matrix form (for a review of existing models, see Maier et al., 2012). The underlying idea behind maturity based assessments is that they provide a framework which seeks to capture ‘good practice’ in order to guide and structure both assessment and improvement in capability. Authors of these models begin with the underlying assumption that there is a link between higher levels of maturity and improved performance in the (relevant) organisational capabilities. Organisations advance through a series of stages or levels of maturity, with levels often represented as ranging from initial, to repeatable, defined, managed, and to optimised. Whilst the underlying rationale for the levels may differ (Maier et al., 2012), levels often describe an evolutionary path, for example ranging from ad hoc, chaotic processes or capabilities to mature, disciplined processes and in this case, defining the degree to which a process is institutionalised and effective. Stepping through the levels can be seen as representing progress towards an optimum capability. A prominent example of such a maturity model is the Software
Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) (Humphrey, 1988). The approach has been tailored, modified and further developed for various applications in different domains, including the organisational project management maturity model (OPM3) programme from the Project Management Institute (PMI) (Pennybacker and Grant, 2003), knowledge management (Paulzen et al., 2002) and innovation (Chiesa et al., 1996). But while maturity models may share a common structure, their content differs, and for that reason maturity models are very often developed anew. A review of existing and guidance for the development of new models is given in (Maier et al., 2012).

In terms of risk management, a maturity model was first introduced by (Hillson, 1997). This was followed by the PMI’s RISKSIG extension of the model with new criteria and a further model again with slight variation developed for complex product systems projects (Ren and Yeo, 2004). Table 1 shows the PMI RISKSIG’s maturity levels.

Table 1. PMI RISKSIG risk management maturity levels (2002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Level 1 (Ad hoc)</th>
<th>Level 2 (Initial)</th>
<th>Level 3 (Repeatable)</th>
<th>Level 4 (Managed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Unaware of the need for management of uncertainties</td>
<td>Experimenting with RM through a small number of individuals</td>
<td>Management of uncertainty built into all organisational processes</td>
<td>Risk-aware culture with proactive approach to risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>No risk awareness</td>
<td>RM used only on selected projects</td>
<td>Accepted policy for RM</td>
<td>Top-down commitment to RM, leadership by example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>No formal process</td>
<td>No generic formal process</td>
<td>Generic processes applied to most projects</td>
<td>Risk-based organisational processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>No understanding of risk principles of practice</td>
<td>Limited to individuals with little or no formal training</td>
<td>In-house core of expertise</td>
<td>All staff risk aware and able to use basic risk skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>No structured application</td>
<td>Inconsistent application of resources</td>
<td>Routine and consistent application to all projects</td>
<td>Risk ideas applied to all activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although a good basis for evaluation, current RM maturity models have some limitations. The underlying assumption of many maturity models is "the higher the better". However, different organisations have different RM needs, and achieving higher levels of RM maturity does not immediately imply a better "fit" of risk management to the organisations requirements. Our extension of the model based on the proposed tailoring approach allows companies to engage in a discussion around the maturity model to find and agree on the most adequate risk quantification approach in their case. Furthermore, previous RM maturity models do not have a strong method focus. Finally, a range of models is available, but all neglect the impact of a chosen method on the overall process: we need to be more explicit with the methods selection and their application.

3. Conceptual development of the RM tailoring approach depending on the RM maturity level

The wide diversity in design processes and uncertainty that arises during a design process has led to the development of a number of RM approaches. To support key phases in risk assessment, including risk identification, analysis and evaluation, different methods and tools have emerged. Some are qualitative, as they mostly serve for risk identification and for when the information is not that easily quantifiable, such as Brainstorming, Checklists, the Delphi method or Event-tree analysis. Other approaches are semi-quantitative, such as Interviewing, Risk mapping or the NUSAP tool (Brocéliande team, 2015), and
provide quantitative results accompanied by qualitative, descriptive information. Monte Carlo simulations, Sensitivity analysis, Bayesian networks and other probability-based approaches provide quantitative uncertainty modelling (Cagliano et al., 2014).

We refer to all of the above approaches as 'quantification approaches' since organisations with lower levels of RM maturity only need to identify risks and maybe prioritize them as the first steps towards reaching higher levels. When feasible, companies with higher levels of RM maturity aim to employ purely quantitative approaches that can then vary in the level of sophistication – in terms of mathematical complexity and data requirements (Paté-Cornell, 1996).

The literature is rich in methods, tools and conceptual frameworks. However, limitations and pitfalls in terms of both their methodological foundation and their application have been reported by scholars. For instance, the probability-based approaches to risk and uncertainty analysis, as the most commonly applied ones, can be challenged under the frequently found conditions of limited or poor knowledge, in which case the information available does not provide a strong basis for a specific probability assignment (Walley, 1991; Flage et al., 2014). In such cases, precision in probabilistic results may lead to false degree of certainty (Beer et al., 2013). Furthermore, some of the methods' limitations relate to the fact that correlations among risks are often not modelled and may lead to serious consequences if not taken into account (Kujawski and Angelis, 2009). Also, subjectivity in risk assessments is one of the issues (Hubbard, 2009). The quality of data needed for the analyses has strong implications for the results, and that is not reflected in the current approaches. Analyses often involve a number of assumptions and if not represented and communicated to decision makers may lead to false directions (Aven et al., 2014).

As evidence of the low application of quantitative risk methods, (Crossland et al., 2003) documented that relatively few engineering design companies make use of such models in their RM practice. They demonstrate the wide applicability of such approaches to engineering design projects, describing three different quantitative modelling approaches and illustrating both the approaches' simplicity and the benefits of their usage.

The limitations of the current approaches and the gap between practice and research led recent research to two research themes. First, research into novel (more advanced) approaches that would bridge the existing limitations (Walker et al., 2013; Flage et al., 2014; Tegeltija et al., 2016). For instance, some propose uncertainty modelling (i.e. imprecise probabilities) that can be used to explicitly express the precision with which something is known (Aughenbaugh and Paredis, 2005).

Second, overviews of existing models and clarifications of both the advantages and disadvantages of their usage are attracting more and more attention. Classifications of risk management techniques are available in (Dikmen et al., 2004; Raz and Hillson, 2005; Marle and Gidel, 2014; Cagliano et al., 2014).

To support advancements in practice, it is important to clarify and be transparent about these limitations and disadvantages and propose practitioners ways to overcome these challenges both when choosing and when looking for improvements of a method.

To overcome some of these limitations and enable companies to knowledgably and systematically choose and plan their risk quantification we propose to extend current RM maturity models with quantification criteria, building on (Crossland et al. 2003; Grubisic et al., 2011; Škpec et al., 2014). We derived the five categories from the literature review and our empirical work and iteratively developed this tailoring framework with three engineering companies. The purpose is to benchmark RM quantification processes in the companies and adapt them to their needs. The framework itself also serves to codify boundary objects for organisational learning about RM, allowing organisations to understand where to improve specifically.

In particular, we propose a risk management tailoring approach that includes the five categories shown in Figure 1 and described below. The five categories were developed to support all steps of the entire RM process. Starting with the method sophistication and quality of data arising from the above-mentioned literature (see also Aven and Zio, 2011), we included three more categories (understanding of the needs, awareness regarding risk in organisational culture, impact of risk assessments in decision-making) to incorporate the case companies' registered necessities and challenges in practice and experience.
1. Understanding of the needs
   To professionally approach risk and uncertainty in design, an organisation should be able to understand its needs and those of its stakeholders, and the necessary approach to this will depend on the organisational structure, the applicable processes and the types and sizes of projects. The understanding of the concepts of risk and uncertainty is important for the ability to manage risk. The nature and type of uncertainty determine in part what kinds of approaches are applicable, and thus a heightened level of understanding of uncertainty enables more mature RM.

2. Method sophistication for risk quantification
   Higher accuracy in estimates enables better decision making support. Given their design challenges, some organisations may only need approaches that allow identification of risks. On the other hand, the others may face challenges that require in depth analysis. The level of sophistication of analysis will substantially depend on the method chosen for the analysis. Any limitations of the approach should be reported and communicated to decision makers. To improve their quantification, besides choosing a more sophisticated method practices also need to synchronise advancements with other categories to ensure the highest benefits of their RM.

3. Quality of data
   The quality and availability of data will also impact the results, as well as the number of assumptions supporting the analysis. In some cases, it is feasible to spend resources on acquiring high-quality data. In others, we need to proceed with the design process (often due to time pressures) and be aware of the arbitrariness in the quality of data we use and the number of assumptions we make prior to the analysis of choice. In the absence of that kind of transparency (achieved for example through visualisation tools), central pitfalls may be overlooked. The quality of data should correspond to the method, as using a more sophisticated method on a low quality of data arguably does not add desired value.

4. Awareness regarding risk in organisational culture
   It is of a great importance to build awareness of RM processes, activities, value creation and impact for all employees across different levels of an organisation’s hierarchy. To properly support decision making, decision makers need to be aware of its value and other employees need to be informed why it is important that they provide certain information and attend associated meetings and why the whole process deserves attention. Communication and (professional) language can vary even inside the same organisations. While some employees may have educational background that corresponds to RM needs, the way they inform and interact with others in the company needs to be adapted to correspond to their knowledge base.

5. Impact of risk assessments in decision-making
   Last but not the least of the categories is that there might not be enough trust in the results to base the decisions on it, but also, as mentioned, a lack of the appreciation of the analysis can occur. By that, we mean that some of the complex mathematical calculations may be challenging for managers to completely comprehend, and therefore may lead to their neglect. Furthermore, the way the responses are planned and handled needs to be synchronised with the overall design process.
   These categories, the associated maturity levels and a mapping of the categories to the ISO31000 process are shown in Figure 1.

The proposed approach consist of the iteration of the following steps: Identifying and articulating the needs. Then analysing the current state of the RM in the organisation and identifying existing levels of maturity. This is followed by the re-evaluation of the needs to match the desired levels of maturity. Finally, individual recommendations are developed in order to achieve the desired practice according to specific cases.
4. Case companies: Validation of proposed tailoring framework for RM in design

4.1. Approach

In order to examine the applicability of the proposed approach for tailoring risk management in design based on the extension of the risk management maturity model, we approached three companies to obtain feedback. As the proposed approach aims to provide support for a broader range of different practices we selected three completely different application domains (areas of design work) with different risk management procedures.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with employees (as described in detail in the following subsections) to understand the organisations' contexts. That also allowed us to modify, extend and enrich the initial set of questions and, when needed, to organise follow-up interviews. By doing so, we deepened our understanding of the risk management practices we encountered.

The first set of interviews included discussions with the interviewees on: 1.) their area of work and the design challenges they face, in order to understand their specific design risk and uncertainty profile; 2.) we also investigated their risk management process, how it relates to their overall organisational structure, how it is designed and compares with risk management standards and maturity models, and 3.) what were the different quantification techniques they used and their relation to the five categories we introduce. We then analysed and coded the collected data in Atlas.ti according to our proposed customisation approach as pilot applications, and developed recommendations for process adaptations. This included follow-on phone calls where clarifications were necessary. The results of those pilot applications of our proposed customisation approach were presented in a second set of interviews, and the interviewees were invited to comment on their possible application, usability and contribution, but also any limitations and challenges they may foresee. We used Support Evaluation (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009) as part of the continuous testing of the design support.
4.2. Companies involved and their risk management context

A summary of the RM maturity of the case companies is shown in Figure 2. Given the information collected from the practitioners and based on coding with respect to each of the five categories, we evaluated companies on the introduced Level 1- Level 4 maturity scale. We have a company with very ad hoc profile (Company 3). Another company has an almost completely managed profile (highly structured approach in Company 1). Finally, Company 2 has a profile that explicitly illustrates the need for the tailoring we are addressing, as their current quantification needs improvements in terms of other 4 categories.

4.2.1. Company one: Design of large-scale engineering systems

Area of work and design challenges: The first case relates to a large Danish company with extensive experience in designing and managing large-scale engineering projects, such as long life cycle infrastructure systems. They have projects of different sizes (from megaprojects to small design solutions). For instance, they are designing for first-of-a-kind engineering projects in which they face severe uncertainties, but they also help small practices achieve their goals. Their risk management approach needs to provide support for their whole spectrum of different design activities and to ensure proper and timely response and monitoring.

Risk management process and link to other organisational processes: The company is a highly structured and large organisation comprising many departments. We interviewed the head of the risk management department two times. The department was established to be in charge of risk management for the company's projects as well as to provide consultancy services to other companies. The department consists of highly specialized risk (and safety) experts, working on different aspects of the risk management process during design and construction project phases. They all have an appropriate educational background, are familiar with the applicable standards (ISO, 2009) and practitioners' guidelines (PMI, 2008) as well as following relevant advances and courses in the field. Furthermore, their project, programme and portfolio managers are familiar with and rely on the department's results, and other employees are familiar that such practice exists in the organisation. Given the broad scope of design activities and the number of projects carried out, there was a need to engage all sorts of methods (from qualitative, through semi-quantitative to quantitative) but also sometimes to employ some of the most sophisticated quantification approaches. For each of the projects
they would need to select the most appropriate approach and after the analyses have been carried out to present and communicate the results to the managers. When needed, special interest and focus would be placed on gathering data. Depending on the specific design and associated uncertainties, they use risk registers and historical data, and they organise workshops and/or hire experts/consultants for particular issues (for instance when estimating number of railway passengers in the next 50 years).

**Proposed design risk customisation and evaluation**: Even though the company has already reached high level of risk management maturity they still seek frameworks for further improvement and carry out constant re-evaluation. They show a high level of understanding of the impact and the importance of the choice of risk method and its proper usage which is why our recommendation was to examine the proposed approach in terms of consultancy services they provide. The feedback to the proposed recommendation was that from their perspective, the tailoring approach allows them to systematically and in a structured way explain and argue why they propose specific risk actions (and even more specifically why they use a certain risk method). The risk management maturity of their clients can vary a lot and they would face challenges to adjust the recommendations and communication to their level. The selected maturity model and proposed extension are seen as clear, easy understandable and manageable approach for different clients. While until now they relied on the manager's experience to understand the needs of a client, but also to convince them in his choice, this would support and clarify their recommendations in those situations. Also, by documenting their practice in such a structured way (through discussions and associated decisions for all five categories) would help to ensure a learning and knowledge sharing environment. In this way, other managers, but also new employees, would get a chance to develop their expertise more rapidly.

**4.2.2. Company two: Oil and gas exploration, designing new systems**

**Area of work and design challenges**: Exploration and commercial production of oil and gas are the main business of the second case company. A significant risk in the design and early execution of a new production project is the placement of exploration drill wells. They have the objective to find a new oil or gas fields, based on a sound analysis of the prospect's risks and of the potential hydrocarbon volumes: what is the chance that a well will find (contain) hydrocarbons, how much could be there? The design challenges are to understand what is the best process and infrastructure design to explore and produce these fields. They explore different locations and prospects, and their performance depends directly on the success rate of drilling, determined in the early design phase of the project. Test drillings are very expensive and represent a significant investment. To increase the success rate with regard to identifying prospective oil deposits, the opinions of multiple experts are solicited as part of the early project design risk management. Given that the subsequent detailed design of the whole production system is based on these analyses, attaining higher accuracy in their estimates is of great engineering and financial importance.

**Risk management process and link to other organisational processes**: We interviewed two times the head of enterprise risk management as part of this case. The interviewee is in charge of facilitating risk quantification workshops. The company reaches high levels of maturity in terms of quantification and also has employees with outstanding risk quantification training. Furthermore, the overall managerial skills of these employees in terms of running the whole risk management process are on a high level. Yet, there is some space left for improvement mostly regarding the awareness of their work in the organisation and communication to decision makers on the quality of data aspects. Moreover, the impact of the method choice has drawn their attention in the recent years due to the higher need for better accuracy in the estimates. As they sometimes face severe uncertainties, they did not have a framework until now that would better support their argumentation for the additional research needs.

**Proposed design risk customisation and evaluation**: Their challenge is to ensure all parties (not just highly trained people) to follow the rationale for any change introduced during and through the risk quantification, and to be able to illustrate its impact on different levels of the project and organisation. Our recommendation was to use the tailoring approach to facilitate the conversation with less risk aware managers, but also to the ones without extensive mathematical background. Since they run very complex calculations, explaining to the managers what are the critical issues in terms of data quality is of high importance and can be achieved through the discussion of 5 tailoring categories. The feedback we got mostly relates to the fact that the proposed approach would allow a structured conversation among
different departments and at different levels of hierarchy. Yet, desired changes in their RM routine (introducing new quantification and visualisation methods with higher focus on data quality) would also impact other processes, such as financial analyses, which can be then challenging to achieve as the organisation relies on the current estimates at portfolio and strategic levels.

4.2.3. Company three: SME, design in construction

**Area of work and design challenges:** The third example organisation is an engineering and consulting SME that provides design services for construction projects. They experienced several risks in the design phase and have heavy delays on their currently most challenging project.

**Risk management process and link to other organisational processes:** since there is no established culture towards risk in their practice there is no awareness of the need for it, of ways to incorporate it or appreciation of its value creation. To understand their practice and established ways of working we talked to key stakeholders of the project. We conducted separate interviews with a risk-management employee, a fire and safety engineer, the project manager, a structural engineer, the HVAC design manager, an electrical engineer - designer, an architect and design manager and the project owner. The employees have no educational background in risk management, are not aware of bodies of knowledge, or any sort of RM procedures. However, for example, one of the engineers was actively exploring professional RM online training material and professional conferences. Only after one of their larger projects (the design of a hotel complex) faced heavy delays, the organisation considered investigating approaches to help them manage uncertainties. The understanding for such a need comes from managers whereas some of the engineers see absolutely no reason to even jointly discuss possible risks. In their view they are the experts for a particular design matter and they take full responsibility for that aspect, expecting the others to do the same with their domains, without appreciating the potential challenges at the intersection of the domains.

**Proposed design risk customisation and evaluation:** The challenge they are facing is to establish initial RM practice. Our recommendations was to use the proposed tailoring approach to facilitate the conversation about their needs and the importance of establishing RM practice, from the beginning inform them that the tool (method, technique) they choose should be based on an informed and knowledgeable choice, not just copy paste from another company. Furthermore, we highlighted the requirement to ensure the discussion about what kind of data they need to support the chosen analysis and how can they ensure proper quality of it. The feedback was that the communication through the proposed approach is clear enough for the employees to understand and follow the concept and some initial understanding and awareness of RM is achieved.

5. Discussion

The case companies' interviews supported the view that we had identified in the literature about the diversity of design processes and consequently also of RM practice. The first company showed a high level of understanding of the impact and the importance of the choice of risk method and its proper usage, and the maturity framework we proposed would help them to identify detailed improvements, especially in their consulting activities. For the second company, the proposed customisations would support their communication to less risk aware managers, but also those without extensive mathematical background. It would also help them identify where they have higher need for better accuracy in their estimates, and the approaches they might take to achieve these and the necessary argumentation for additional research. The proposed approach could contribute to the sustainability and effectiveness of their risk management process. For the third organisation, we consider the proposed approach would be useful to help establish a practice to facilitate a conversation about their needs, from the beginning to inform them that the tool (method, technique) they choose should be based on an informed and knowledgeable choice, not just ‘copied and pasted’ from another company.

The interviews also supported the view, which we had identified from the research literature, of the need for any design RM process to be adapted to the particular circumstances of the project and of the organisation undertaking it. As (Loch, 2000) demonstrated, based on 90 PD projects, there is no "best practice" PD process, rather a tailoring approach is needed to help companies achieve their strategic innovation needs. In the article, they propose a strategy deployment procedure for PD, which can help an
organisation to manage its innovation efforts pro-actively. This and our research are aligned with other related work. For example, (Mulqueen et al., 2012) described tailoring of systems engineering processes with a specific focus on the conceptual design environment. (Cabannes et al., 2014) proposed an approach for taking into account the maturity of information in risk assessments, providing meta-information on the risk estimations given that there is uncertainty related to information during the design process (particularly in the early design stages). (Fontoura and Price, 2008) propose a systematic approach to manage risks in software development projects through process tailoring, with the aim of elaborating a defined process to a project suitable to the project’s context, taking advantages of agile methods, planned or hybrid, while preventing identified risks for the project. All these approaches are aligned with the approach we propose. However, tailoring is not an easy task; it requires experience and knowledge in related processes, and concrete recommendations that go beyond "you should tailor your risk management process" are scarce. Furthermore, changes in large organisations can take time and are difficult to implement. Starting from a number of approvals on different hierarchical levels needed for proceeding with a change, to training employees for the new process, and ensuring proper integration with other processes represents a challenging task. Therefore, organisations need to treat the implementation itself as a strategic change project. This requires articulating clear objectives as well as success criteria, proper planning and resources, and effective monitoring and control.

The approach taken in this paper, based on existing risk management process maturity frameworks, but adding specific components that enable a concrete tailoring of risk management processes (e.g. decision making) to specific quantification approaches, makes contributions in both these respects.

In summary, the key insights obtained through the case companies' validation were:

- we were successful in using the same tailoring framework at three different companies facing three very different risk profiles and design tasks;
- the framework yielded practical suggestions to adapt the design risk management process model that were seen both as fitting and relevant by the interview partners;
- while the current application of the framework still requires significant risk management context knowledge (one of the challenges of the current state), the prototypical adaptation has already enabled us to collect concrete examples of alternative modes of executing risk management when using different quantification techniques.

The proposed tailoring can also be seen from a fit-for-purpose point of view. We believe this also makes the contribution to ensuring that risk management is fit-for-purpose as the dimensions we discuss (understanding of the RM needs; method sophistication for risk quantification; quality of data; awareness regarding risk in organisational culture and impact of risk assessments in decision-making) have a significant impact on it. This promises potential to develop the proposed customisation framework into a tool incorporating significant detail on the process level, thus also enabling organisations with less design RM context knowledge to significantly improve their overall process quality. However, the proposed tailoring approach requires further detailing and application in industry. This would allow reporting of the approach's potential impact in an organisation and its learning and knowledge sharing capacities.

6. Conclusions

During engineering design processes, companies deal with uncertainty. The types and degrees of uncertainty vary significantly as the design process progresses and the choice of methods to deal with risk and uncertainty play a crucial role for achieving the desired results. Therefore, in this paper we developed a framework to tailor risk management to the specific company's needs. We accomplished this objective by linking RM maturity concepts to previous research on product development, project management, and RM methods, deriving five categories to guide practitioners in the choice of the appropriate method. Our framework advances the state of the art by taking into account the quality of the available data, the corporate culture and awareness of risk, and the way responses are planned. We preliminarily tested the validity of our approach in three different companies, showing its value in tailoring RM to the specific needs and challenges of the companies. Finally, RM awareness usually occurs after companies have already digested other management practices. These companies usually have already adopted strategic management cultures and have
adopted methods, such as for instance product/project portfolio management. The proposed approach enables further improvements of management practices by informing different hierarchical levels on the needs for a more adequate process/method, accompanied awareness and its value.
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